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The research age in development

This section highlights what is known about cognitive development in young children. It starts with key research concepts that have contributed to recent advances in understanding the developing mind, and then presents the implications of this knowledge for early care and education environments. The following section deals with the
learning of specific subjects, with particular attention to language and mathematics. Studies of early cognitive development have led researchers to understand the developing mind as surprisingly competent, active and perspicous from an early age. For example, infants engage in an intuitive analysis of statistical regularities in vocal
sounds they hear along the path to language construction (Saffran, 2003). Infants and children derive implicit theories to explain the actions of objects and the behavior of people; these theories form the basis for causal learning and a more sophisticated understanding of the physical and social world. Infants and young children are also
deeply responsive to what they can learn from other people's actions and words. This capacity for joint attention can be the basis for human beings to benefit from culturally transmitted knowledge (Tomasello et al., 2005). Infants respond to cues that convey an adult's communication intentions (such as eye contact and child-directed
language) and tune in to what the adult is referring to and what can be learned about it. This natural pedagogy (Csibra, 2010; Csibra and Gergely, 2009) become more sophisticated in the sensitivity of preschoolers to the pedagogical guides implied in adult discourse directed at them (Butler and Markman, 2012a,b, 2014). Young children
rely so much on what they learn from others that they become cunning, in preschool years, in distinguishing adult speakers who will likely provide them with reliable information from those who are not (Harris, 2012; Jaswal, 2010; Koenig and Doebel, 2013). This connection of relationships and social interactions with cognitive development
is consistent with the way the brain develops and how the mind grows, and is a theme in this chapter. Much of what current research shows is happening in the minds of young children is not transparent in their behavior. Infants and young children may not show what they know because of competing demands to their attention, the limits
of what they can do, and immature self-regulation. This is one of the reasons why development scientists use carefully designed experiments to clarify what young children know and understand about the world. By designing search procedures that eliminate competing distractions and to simple answers (such as looking at time and
expressions of surprise), researchers try to discover cognitive processes that might otherwise be harder to see. Evidence derived in this experimental way, such as the examples in the following sections, can be useful in explaining young people rapid growth of language learning, imitation, problem solving and other skills. One of the most
important discoveries about the developing mind is how soon and significantly very young children, even from childhood, will join disparate observations or discrete facts into coherent conceptual systems (Carey, 2009; Gopnik and Wellman, 2012; Spelke and Kinzler, 2007). From the beginning, children are not simply passive observers,
recording the superficial aspect of things. Rather, they are building explanatory systems - implicit theories - that organize their knowledge. Such implicit theories contain causal principles and causal relationships; these theories allow children to predict, explain and reason about the relevant phenomena and, in some cases, intervene to
change them. Already in the first year of life, children are developing incipient theories about how the world of people, other living things, objects and numbers works. It is important to stress that these fundamental theories are not simply isolated forms of knowledge, but play a profound role in children's daily lives and subsequent
education. An important example of an implicit theory that has been developing since childhood is the theory of mind, which refers to the conceptual framework that people use to reason about the mental life of others and themselves. This example is discussed in detail below. Some further illustrative examples of the development of
implicit theories are given in Box 4-1.Examples of the development of implicit theories. Children also have some fundamental principles about how objects move in space and time (Baillargeon et al., 2009). For example, children are surprised (as measured by their increased appearance time) if (more...) People intuitively understand the
actions of others as motivated by desires, goals, feelings, intentions, thoughts, and other mental states, and understand how these mental states affect each other (for example, a dissatisfied desire can evoke negative feelings and motivation to continue trying to achieve the goal). An extraordinary discovery of research on young children
is that they are developing their own intuitive map of mental processes like these since the beginning of life (Baillargeon et al., 2010; Saxe, 2013; Wellman and Woolley, 1990). Children's developing theory of mind transforms the way they respond to people and what they learn from them. Infants and young children are starting to
understand what's going on in people's minds and how other people's feelings and thoughts are similar and different from theirs. Children first have a relatively simple theory of mind. They are aware of some basic features: what people are looking at is a sign of what they are paying attention to; people act and are directed towards the
goal; people have positive and negative feelings in response to the things around them; and people have different perceptions, goals and feelings. Children add to this mind map as Grows. From childhood onwards, the development of mind theory permeates daily social interactions, influencing what and how children learn, how they react
and interact with other people, how they assess the equity of an action, and how they evaluate themselves. One-year-olds, for example, will look in the direction of the mother in front of someone or something unknown to read the mother's expression and determine whether it is a dangerous or benign family. Newborns also detect when
an adult comes into eye contact, speaks directly from children (such as the use of higher pitch and melodic intonation) and responds contingently to the child's behavior. In these circumstances, newborns are particularly attentive to what the adult says and does, thus devoting particular attention to social situations in which the intentions of
the adult can represent learning opportunities. Other examples also illustrate how a developing theory of mind is at the basis of children's emerging understanding of other people's intentions. Take imitation, for example. It is well known that infants and young children imitate the actions of others. Children aged 14 to 18 months often
imitate not the observed literal action, but the action that the actor thought meant - the goal or logic behind the action (Gergely et al., 2002; Meltzoff, 1995). Word learning is another example where children's reasoning based on the theory of mind plays a crucial role. At least 15 months old, when children hear an adult label an object, they
take into account the speaker's intent by checking the speaker's attention and deciding whether they think the adult intentionally pointed to the object. Only when children have evidence that the speaker intended to refer to a particular object with a label will they learn that word (Baldwin, 1991; Baldwin and Moses, 2001; Baldwin and
Tomasello, 1998). Children can also perceive the dissatisfied goals of others and take action to help them; this is called shared intentionality. Children as young as 14 months old who witness an adult struggling to reach an object will interrupt their game to crawl and deliver the item to the adult (Warneken and Tomasello, 2007). When
they are 18 months old, shared intentionality allows the little ones to act voluntarily in a variety of situations; for example, they collect fallen objects for adults indicating that they need assistance (but not for adults who intentionally dropped the item) (Warneken and Tomasello, 2006). Developing an understanding of other people's goals
and preferences and how facilitating them affects how young children interpret the behavior of people who observe and provides a basis for developing a useful versus undesirable sense of human activity that is a basis a subsequent development of moral understanding (cf. Bloom, 2013; Hamlin et al., 2007; Thompson, 2012, 2015).
Research into the development of implicit theories in children has important implications for the way adult adults and educate young children. Failure to recognize the extent to which they interpret information in terms of secular theories can lead to educational strategies that oversimplifies material for children. Teaching materials driven by
the assumption that young children are concrete thinkers, who cannot hypothetically face abstraction or reason, lead educators to focus on simple and descriptive activities that can deprive children of opportunities to advance their conceptual frameworks. Designing effective materials in a given domain or topic requires you to know what
implicit theories children have, what fundamental causal principles they use, and what misconceptions and gaps in knowledge they have, and then use empirically validated steps to help them lead to a more accurate and advanced conceptual framework. Statistical learning refers to the range of ways in which children, even children, are
implicitly sensitive to statistical regularity in their environment, even if they are not learning or explicitly applying statistics. Like the development of implicit theories, this concept of statistical learning counteracts the possible misunderstanding of children as passive learners and bears the vital importance of their opportunities to observe and
interact with the environment. Several examples of statistical learning are given in Box 4-2.Examples of statistical learning. Infants can use information about syllable statistics in the speech they hear to help them analyze words. How do we know that hearing bellababy that child is more likely to be a word than tyba? One way is that the
(more...) Children's intuitive understanding of causal inference has long been recognized as a fundamental component of conceptual development. Young children, while not explicitly or consciously experiencing causality, may experience observations and learning that allow them to conclude that a particular variable X causes (or
prevents) a Y effect. Recent advances in the field have documented ways in which young children can implicitly use statistics on how events convade to infer causal relationships, make predictions , generate explanations, guide their exploration and allow them to intervene in the environment. Understanding causal inference also provides
an example of how different cognitive abilities - such as sensitivity to statistical regularity and the development of implicit theories based on observation and learning (discussed in the previous two sections and box 4-2) - interact and can support each other. There is now substantial literature on the implicit ability of children to use what
they observe under different conditions to understand the relationships between variables. Different of young children who develop the ability to understand causal inference are provided in Box 4-3.Examples of understanding causal inference. One of the first studies on children's understanding has shown that children can exclude one
variable and isolate another (Gopnik et al., 2001). Preschoolers were presented with a car (more...) Csibra and Gergely (2009) argue that humans have an ability to realize when someone is communicating something to their advantage and that they interpret that information differently than when they simply abstract it. As noted earlier in
the discussion on the development of mind theory, children already in childhood devote particular attention to social situations that can represent learning opportunities for adults to communicate such intention. The information learned in these communication contexts is treated as more generalizing and robust than that learned in a non-
communicative context. In one study, for example, 9-month-olds saw an adult reach an object (a non-communicative act) or point to an object (a communicative act). The entire display was then projected from view, and after a short delay, the curtains were opened and the children saw the same object in a new position or object in the
same location. The short delay imposed a memory requirement, and for such young children, encode both the location and identity of the object taxes their memory. The location of the object will typically be more salient and memorable for children than the object's properties, but the prediction of this study was that children who saw the
adult point toward the object interpreted the point as a communicative act - this adult is showing me something - and would therefore be more likely to encode properties than the object's location. Children's appearance times served as a measure of their surprise or interest in an unexpected event. As expected, the children seemed to
code different aspects of the event in different conditions. When they had previously seen the adult reach the object, they were surprised when the object was in a new location, but showed no renewed interest when there was a different object in the old location. On the contrary, when children first saw an adult point of the object, they
were surprised when a new object appeared in the old position, but not when the old object had changed position (Yoon et al., 2008). Children have the ability to realize when someone is communicating something to their advantage and therefore to interpret the information differently than when we simply assist them. When adults use
face-to-face contact, call a child's name and indicate the child's benefit, these signals lead children to recognize that someone is teaching them something, and this awareness can affect how and what The meaning of eye contact and other communication signals is also evident in research into whether, how and when children learn from
video and other forms of digital media. Experiments conducted with 24-month-old children, for example, have revealed that they can learn from a person on a video screen if that person is communicating with them a webcam-like environment, but they showed no evidence of learning from a pre-recorded video of that person. The webcam
environment included social signals, such as back and forth conversation and other forms of social contact that are not possible in pre-recorded videos. Other studies have found that little ones learned verbs better during Skype video chats than during pre-recorded video chats that did not allow authentic eye contact or back-and-forth
interaction (Roseberry et al., 2014; Troseth et al., 2006). (See also Chapter 6 for more information on technology and learning.) The advantages of communicative pedagogical contexts for the conceptual development of preschoolers were also studied. In a series of studies, 4-year-olds were exposed to the function of a new object either
by seeing an adult deliberately use the object or by seeing the adult deliberately use the object after maintaining eye contact with the child and saying look at this. Under both conditions, the children noticed the object's ownership and attempted to elicit it from other similar objects. But when those objects were doctored to be not working,
children in non-pedagogical conditions quickly abandoned their attempts to get ownership and played with objects in some other way. Children who saw the same evidence but with direct communication to their advantage continued to try to get the property from other objects (Butler and Markman, 2012a,b). In other words, children's belief
that other similar objects should have the same unexpected property was supported by their belief that the adult was performing the function to their advantage. In addition, the intentional (but not pedagogical) condition with respect to the pedagogical condition has produced surprisingly different conceptions of the function (Butler and
Markman, 2014). Children aged four and 5 attended the function of an object and then received a series of items to play with. Some objects were identical in appearance to the first object, while some differed in color (in one study) or shape (in another). Half of the objects of each color (or shape) had unexpected properties, and half did
not. The children were told that they could play with the items for a while and then they should put them in their appropriate boxes at the end. The goal was to see if children would sort objects based on salient perceptual property (color or shape) or function. Children in pedagogical conditions saw the function as definitive and classified
objects by systematically testing each to see if it had function, while children in non-pedagogical conditions sorted by the salient color or shape. Therefore, identical evidence is interpreted differently when children believe it was produced to their advantage. Understanding the power of language is important for people interacting with
children. Simple labels can help children unify uneven-looking things into consistent categories; so labeling is a powerful way to promote Development. Labels can also reify categories or concepts in ways that may or may not be intended. For example, hearing boys and girls often line up for the break, calm down, etc. implicitly reinforces
gender as an important dimension, compared to saying children. Box 4-4 presents examples of linguistic distinctions affecting children's construction of conceptual systems. Examples of the effects of adult language on cognition. Some types of categories, such as two round balls, are quite easy to form, so that even children consider
objects as similar. But many objects that adults view as members of (more...) Awareness of the benefits and pitfalls of language used by adults is important for people interacting with children. The language used by adults affects cognitive growth and learning in children in many subtle ways. Labeling is a powerful way to promote
conceptual development. Simple labels can help children unify disparate things into consistent categories, but they can also have the involuntary consequence of strengthening categories or concepts that are unsetenable. Conclusions about cognitive development and early learningLearning begin prenatally, and children are not only
ready to learn but are already actively learning from the moment they are born. From birth, children's minds are active and curious, and early thinking is insightful and complex. Many of the foundations of sophisticated forms of learning, including those important for academic success, are established in the early years of life. Development
and early learning can be sustained continuously as a child develops and early knowledge and skills inform and influence future learning. When adults understand how the mind develops, what progress children make in their cognitive abilities, and how active investigation and learning is the natural inclination of children, they can promote
cognitive growth by supporting children's active engagement with new experiences and providing appropriate stimulation for the development of new learning through responsive, safe and sustained care relationships. The results of cognitive development research in young children summarized above reflect an evolving understanding of
how the mind develops during the early years and should be part of the fundamental knowledge that influences how care and education professionals support the learning of young children, as discussed in Chapter 7. Many of these concepts describe implicit cognitive processes. Unlike the explicit knowledge that older children and adults
can put into words, implicit knowledge is a tacit or unconscious understanding it cannot be easily described consciously (see, for example, Mandler, 2004). Examples of implicit knowledge in very young children include many of the early results discussed above, such as their implicit theories of living beings and the human mind and their
unconscious awareness of the statistical frequency of associations between language sounds the language they're listening to. Statistical learning of infants and children does not mean that they can count, nor that their implicit theories are consciously elaborated. Not all early learning is implied, of course. Very young children are making
great strides in their explicit knowledge of the language, the functioning of objects and the characteristics of people and animals in the world around them. Thus early learning takes place on two levels: the growth of knowledge that is visible and apparent, and the growth of implicit understanding that is sometimes more difficult to observe.
This distinction between implicit and explicit learning can be confusing for early childhood practitioners (and parents), who often do not observe or recognize evidence of the sophisticated implicit learning - or even explicit learning - that takes place in young children in their care. Many of the surprisingly competent, active and insightful
things that research on early cognitive development shows are happening in the minds of young children are not transparent in their behavior. Instead, young children and young children seem highly distracting, emotional and unable to manage their impulses. All these observations about young children are true, but at the same time, their
surprising growth in language skills, their very different ways of interacting with objects and living beings, and their efforts to share attention (such as through pointing) or goals (as through help) with an adult suggest that cognitive outcomes demonstrated in experimental contexts have relevance to their daily behavior. This point is
especially important because the cognitive abilities of young children are so easily underestimated. In the past, for example, the prevailing belief that newborns did not have conceptual knowledge meant that parents and practitioners missed opportunities to explore with them cause and effect, number or symbolic play. Similarly, the
opinion that young children are self-centered meant that many adults concluded that there was little benefit in talking about people's feelings until the children were older - this despite the fact that most people could see how attentive children were to other people's emotions and how curious they were about their causes. In light of these
observations, how do early educators contribute to the cognitive growth of children in their first 3 years? One way is to provide adequate support for the learning that is taking place in these very young children (see, for example, Copple et al., 2013). Using an abundance of language directed by children during social interaction, playing
counting games (for example, while stacking putting into words what a pet in class can do or why someone seems sad, exploring together what happens when objects collide, engaging in imitative game games and categorization (sorting): these and other shared activities can be cognitively provocative as long as they remain within the
abilities of interest and and They are also based on the understanding that young children are implicitly developing language-related; number; characteristics of the object; and implicit theories of animated and inanimate objects, physical causality and people's minds. The purpose of these and other activities is not only to provide young
children with cognitive stimulation, but also to incorporate that stimulation into social interaction that provokes the interest of young children, arouses their curiosity and provides an emotional context that allows them to focus their thinking on new discoveries. The central and consistent feature of all these activities is the child's shared
activity with an adult who pensively capitalizes on his interests to provoke cognitive growth. The implications for teaching practices and study programs for educators working with infants and young children are further discussed in Chapter 6.Another way educators contribute to the cognitive growth of infants and children is through the
emotional support they provide (Jamison et al., 2014). Emotional support is offered by the educator's responsiveness to the interests and needs of young children (including each child's individual temperament), the educator's development of warm relationships with children, and the educator's accessibility to help when young children
explore alone or interact with other children (Thompson, 2006). Emotional support of this kind is important not only as a positive accompaniment to the learning task, but also as an essential prerequisite for the cognitive commitment and attention needed for young children to benefit from learning opportunities. Because the early ability to
self-regulate emotions is so limited, the frustration or anguish of a small child can easily derail cognitive engagement in new discoveries, and children can lose focus because their attention self-regulation skills are comparably limited. An educator's emotional support can help keep young children focused and persistent, and can also
increase the likelihood of early learning experiences producing positive outcomes. In addition, the safe attachments that children develop with educators contribute to the expectation of adult support that allows young children to address learning opportunities in a more positive and confident way. Emotional support and socio-emotional
development are discussed later in this chapter. The characteristics of early learning require specific curricular approaches and weighted professional learning for educators, but it is also true that less formal opportunities to stimulate early cognitive growth naturally emerge in children's daily interactions with a responsive adult. Yes for
example, a parent or other healthcare professional interacting with a 1-year-old on a shape-ordering toy. Since together they choose different color shapes and the child is putting them in the appropriate (or inappropriate) cutout in the trash can, the adult can accompany this with a language that describes what they are doing and why, and
tells the child's experiences of perplexity, experimentation and realization. The adult can also use number words to count blocks as they are deposited. The child's attention is focused on the constellation of adult behavior - child-directed language, eye contact and responsiveness - that signals adult teaching, and this pedagogical
orientation helps to focus the child's attention and involvement. The back and forth interaction of the activity of children and adults provides stimuli for the growing awareness of adult thought (for example, look at each block before commenting on it or acting intentionally on it) and the use of language (for example, colors are identified for
each block and generic language is used to describe blocks in general). In this interaction, moreover, the child is developing both expectations about how this adult is - safe, positive, responsive - and skills for social interaction (such as taking turns). Although these qualities and the learning derived from them are natural accompaniments
to the reactive social interaction focused on children with an adult caregiver, caregiver awareness of the child's cognitive growth at this time contributes significantly to the adult's ability to intentionally support new discoveries and learning. As children develop cognitively as preschoolers, their growth requires similar and different behavior
from adults working with them. While the educator's emotional support and responsiveness remain important, children ages 3 to 5 become different types of thinkers than infants and young children (NRC, 2001). First, they are more aware of their knowledge: much more than their understanding is now explicit. This means that they are
more able to deliberately enlist what they know in new learning situations, even if they are not yet as competent or strategic in doing so as they will be in primary grades. Faced with a problem or question, they are more able to offer an answer based on what they know, even when their knowledge is limited. Secondly, preschoolers are
more competent to learn from their deliberate efforts in this way, such as trial and error or informal experimentation. While their success in this regard pales in comparison to a high school student's most strategic efforts, their approach to new challenges reflects their greater behavioral and mental competence in understanding things.
Thirdly, preschoolers are also intuitive and experiential, learning by doing rather than understanding things in their heads. This makes shared activities with educators and colleagues powerful opportunities cognitive growth. However, the potential to underestimate the cognitive abilities of young children persists in kindergarten and
kindergarten years. In one study, for example, children's actual performance was six to eight times higher than estimated their preschool teachers and other experts in counselling, teacher training, educational research and educational development (Claessens et al., 2014; Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 1996). This underestimation
represents a missed opportunity that can hinder children's progress. A study in kindergarten revealed that teachers spent most of their time in basic content that children already knew, but children benefited more from advanced reading and math content (Claessens et al., 2014), an issue discussed in depth in Chapter 6. Unfortunately,
when care and education professionals underestimate children's ability to understand and learn content in this area, the negative impact is greater on those with the least previous learning experience (Bennett et al., 1984; Clements and Sarama, 2014). On the contrary, when educators practice in a way that is aware of the cognitive
progress of children at this age, they can more deliberately enlist the existing knowledge and skills of the preschooler in new learning situations. An example is interactive reading of fairy tale books, in which children describe images and label their elements while the adult and child come to ask and answer each other's questions about
storytelling. Language and literacy skills are also promoted at this age by the adult's use of a varied vocabulary in interaction with the child, as well as by extending the conversation on a single topic (rather than frequently changing topics), asking open questions of the child, and initiating conversations about the child's experiences and
interests (Dickinson, 2003; Dickinson and Porche, 2011; Dickinson and Tabors, 2001). In any case, the dialogical conversation about text or experience draws on, while extending children's previous language skills and knowledge. Language and literacy skills are discussed later in a later section of this chapter, as well as in Chapter
6.Another implication of these cognitive changes is that educators may involve the intentional activity of preschoolers in new learning opportunities. Children's interest in learning by doing is naturally suitable for experimental investigation related to science or other types of learning based on investigations involving hypotheses and tests,
especially in light of the implicit theories of living beings and the physical causality that children lead to such an investigation (Samarapungavan et al., 2011). Similarly, board games can provide a basis for learning and extending numerical concepts. In several experimental demonstrations, when preschoolers played numerical board
games specifically to promote their mental representations of numerical quantities, they showed improvements in numerical line estimates, counting skills, numerical identification, and other important quantitative concepts (Laski and Siegler, 2014). Other research has shown that educational strategies that promote higher-level thinking,
creativity, and even abstract understanding, such as talking about ideas or events, is associated with higher cognitive outcomes by preschoolers (e.g., Diamond et al., 2013; Mashburn et al., 2008). For example, when educators are emphasized how cardinal numbers can be used to describe different sets of elements (four blocks, four
children, 4 o's), it helps them generalize an abstract concept (fourness) that describes a set rather than the characteristics of each individual element. These activities can also be integrated into other teaching practices during a typical day. Another implication of changes in children's thinking during preschool years concerns the
motivational characteristics of early learning. Preschoolers are developing a sense of themselves and their skills, including their academic skills (Marsh et al., 1998, 2002). Their beliefs about their reading, counting, vocabulary, numerical games, and other academic skills come from different sources, including spontaneous social
comparison with other children and feedback from teachers (and parents) about their success and why they did well or wrong. These beliefs affect, in turn, children's self-confidence, persistence, intrinsic motivation to success, and other characteristics that can be described as learning skills (and are discussed more widely later in this
chapter). As a result, the way teachers provide feedback on performance to young children and support for their self-confidence in learning situations is also an important predictor of children's academic success (Hamre, 2014). In the early elementary years, children's cognitive processes develop further, which consequently influences
strategies for educators in the first elementary classrooms. Primary level children use more complex vocabulary and grammar. They are growing in their ability to make mental representations, but still have difficulty grasping abstract concepts without the help of real-life references and materials (Tomlinson, 2014). This is a critical time for
children to develop trust in all areas of life. Children at this age show greater independence from their parents and family, while friendship, being liked and accepted by peers, becomes more important. Being in school for most of the day means more contact with a larger world, and children begin to develop a greater understanding of their
place in that world (CDC, 2014). The growing ability of children to self-regulate their emotions is also evident in this period (discussed more widely later in this chapter). Children are increasingly understanding their feelings and learning better ways to describe experiences and thoughts and feelings. They understand better the
consequences of their actions and their attention to concern for others grows. They are very observant, willing to play cooperatively and work as a team, and can resolve some conflicts without seeking adult intervention (CDC, 2014). Children also come to understand that they can influence perception of their emotions by changing their
affective exposures (Aloise-Young, 1993). Children who are unable to regulate themselves have emotional difficulties that can interfere with their learning. Just like with younger children, significant adults in a child's life can help the child learn to self-regulate (Tomlinson, 2014). The increasing self-regulation of children means that they
have a greater ability to follow instructions independently in a way that would not be true for preschoolers or younger children. Educators can rely on the growing cognitive skills in primary school children in using educational approaches that depend more independently on children's discoveries, their use of alternative investigation
strategies, and their increased persistence in problem solving. Educators in these contexts are scaffolding the skills that have begun to develop before, so that children are able to gradually apply those skills with less and less external support. This serves as a bridge to succeed in higher primary grades, so if students don't have the
necessary knowledge and skills in any development and learning domain, their experience during early elementary grades is critical to helping them acquire those skills. Building on many of the themes that emerged from this discussion, the following sections continue by looking more closely at cognitive development than learning specific
topics and then other important developmental elements, including general learning skills, socio-emotional development, and physical development and health. Bless you.
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